We describe the JAIST phrase-based machine translation systems that participated in the news translation shared task of the WMT17. In this work, we participated in the Turkish-English translation, in which only a small amount of bilingual training data is available, so that it is an example of the low-resource setting in machine translation. In order to solve the problem, we focus on two strategies: building a bilingual corpus from comparable data and exploiting existing parallel data based on phrase pivot translation. In order to utilize the strategies to enhance machine translation on the low-resource setting most effectively, we introduce a system combining the extracted corpus, the pivot translation, and the direct training data. Experimental results showed that our combined systems significantly improved the baseline models, which were trained on the small bilingual data.
Introduction
We participated in the WMT 17 news translation shared task for the Turkish-English language pair. The amount of bilingual training data for this language pair is small, which means that this machine translation task poses the problem of a lowresource setting. The problem causes a bottleneck for current data-driven machine translation methods including phrase-based and neural-based machine translation because there are few large bilingual corpora for most language pairs in the world (Irvine, 2013; Wang et al., 2016) .
In our systems, we focus on two strategies to enhance machine translation for the low-resource setting: building a bilingual corpus from comparable data, and exploiting existing parallel corpora based on the phrase pivot translation (Wu and Wang, 2007; Cohn and Lapata, 2007; Utiyama and Isahara, 2007) . First, we built a bilingual corpus for Turkish-English based on parallel titles of Wikipedia articles. The parallel titles were extracted from Wikipedia articles' titles and interlanguage link records. Bilingual articles were collected based on the title pairs. Then, bilingual sentences were extracted from the article pairs using the Microsoft sentence aligner (Moore, 2002) . Second, we exploited the phrase pivot translation method using six pivot languages to bridge the translation between Turkish and English. Finally, the two resources of the extracted corpus and the pivot translation were utilized with the direct bilingual training data in a combined system. Our combined systems achieved a significant improvement compared with the baseline model, which was trained on the direct bilingual data. The code and datasets used in our systems can be found at the repository. 1
Methods
We describe approaches used in our systems. The Turkish-English bilingual data in this shared task embodies only 207k parallel sentences, which is an instance of machine translation task in lowresource setting. Our goal is to enhance the phrase-based machine translation on the lowresource setting by using two approaches: building a Turkish-English bilingual corpus from comparable data, and exploiting existing parallel corpora based on the phrase pivot translation method. The two approaches were then combined to enhance machine translation on the low-resource setting most effectively.
Building A Turkish-English Bilingual Corpus from Comparable Data
We built a bilingual corpus for Turkish-English from comparable data to improve machine translation on the low-resource setting. We used Wikipedia, a free accessible resource containing articles in the same domain and topics in different languages, to build the corpus. In order to build a bilingual corpus from Wikipedia, we based on parallel titles of Wikipedia articles. Then, pairs of articles were crawled based on the parallel titles. Finally, sentences in the article pairs were aligned to extract parallel sentences. We describe these steps in more detail in this section. Collecting Parallel Articles After parallel titles of Wikipedia articles were extracted, we collected the article pairs using the parallel titles. We implemented a Java crawler for collecting the articles. The collected data was then preprocessed including sentence split and word tokenization using the Moses scripts. 3
Extracting Parallel Titles
Sentence Alignment For each article pair, bilingual sentences were aligned using the Microsoft bilingual sentence aligner (Moore, 2002) , one of the most powerful sentence alignment algorithms as shown in (Singh and Husain, 2005) . After the sentence alignment step, we obtained a TurkishEnglish bilingual corpus with 48k parallel sentences, which is presented in Table 1 . From the results, for 184k input bilingual articles, a small ratio of 22k articles were aligned. One of the main reasons is the characteristic of Wikipedia bilingual articles, in which each article in a language of a bilingual article pair is created separately by different authors with different styles of writing, background knowledge, etc. This leads to various challenges for aligning parallel sentences such as: the small portion of overlap in the article pair's content, the unbalance of sentence length, the unbalance of numbers of sentences in the articles. Further investigations on the Wikipedia data as well as different aligners and methods are needed to improve the performance on this task.
Phrase Pivot Translation
In order to enhance machine translation for the low-resource setting, we exploited existing bilingual corpora using the phrase pivot translation method (Cohn and Lapata, 2007; Utiyama and Isahara, 2007; Wu and Wang, 2007) . In the phrase pivot translation method, source-pivot and pivottarget bilingual corpora are used to train phrase tables. Then, the source and target phrases are connected via common pivot phrases.
Given a source phrase s and a target phrase t of the source-pivot phrase table T SP and the pivot-target phrase table T P T , the phrase translation probability is estimated via common pivot phrases p based on the following feature function.
Previous research showed the effectiveness of this method when source-target bilingual corpora are unavailable or in a limited amount.
In our systems, we used bilingual data sets of the SETIMES2 corpus (Tiedemann, 2009) 4 , the same resource of the Turkish-English training data in this shared task, for training phrase pivot translation. We used six pivot languages to bridge the translation between Turkish and English: Bulgarian, Bosnian, Greek, Macedonian, Romanian, and Albanian. The bilingual corpora for the pivot translation are presented in Table 2 .
For phrase pivot translation, we implemented the triangulation method of (Wu and Wang, 2007) using Java. One of the issues of the triangulation 1  bg  206k  213k  393k 490k  2  bs  133k  138k  321k 374k  3  el  206k  226k  390k 472k  4  mk  202k  207k  387k 469k  5  ro  205k  212k  382k 457k  6  sq  206k  227k  379k 446k   Table 2 : Bilingual corpora for Turkish-English pivot translation (the number of parallel sentences) and the number of pivoted phrase pairs in Turkish-English (tr-en) and English-Turkish (en-tr); Pivot languages: bg (Bulgarian), bs (Bosnian), el (Greek), mk (Macedonian), ro (Romanian), sq (Albanian); tr-pvt (pvt-en): the bilingual corpus of Turkish and the pivot language (pivot-English) method is that the number of pivoted phrase pairs is exploded (El Kholy et al., 2013) . Therefore, we filtered the pivoted phrase tables by using a n-best technique in which for a set of n best target phrases was extracted for each source phrase (n was set to 10 in our experiments).
Combining Additional Resources
We exploited two resources to enhance machine translation for the low-resource setting: a bilingual corpus extracted from Wikipedia, and bilingual corpora of Turkish and English paired with the six pivot languages. Our goal now is to utilize the resource most effectively. We introduce a system incorporating the following components. First, we trained a phrase 
Where p d (t|s), p a (t|s) stand for the translation probability of the baseline and the align components, respectively. p i (t|s), i = 1..6 stand for the translation probability of the six pivoted phrase tables.
The interpolation parameters λ d , λ a , and λ p i (i = 1..6) in which λ d + λ a + λ p i = 1 were tuned based on the interpolation method (Sennrich, 2012) using the development set (newsdev2016) provided by the shared task.
Experiments
We describe the data sets, settings, and results of our systems in this section. We discuss the experimental results on three settings: building a bilingual corpus, using phrase pivot translation, and using the system combining the two components.
Training Data
We used the training, development, and test sets provided by the WMT 17 shared task. The Turkish-English training data contain 207k parallel sentences. For the development set, we used the dev2016. We evaluated our systems on the tst2016, and submitted the translation output for the tst2017 test set.
For monolingual datasets to train language models, we used the monolingual datasets provided by the shared task: 40M sentences of Turkish and 40M sentences of English.
Baseline Systems
We conducted baseline experiments for phrasebased machine translation using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) . The word alignment was trained using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) with the configuration grow-diag-final-and. 5-gram language models of Turkish and English were trained using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) . For tuning, we used the batch MIRA (Cherry and Foster, 2012) . The system's outputs were evaluated using the NIST-BLEU on the online system. 5
Experimental Results
The results of the JAIST systems are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 . We discuss the results for the three different settings.
Building A Bilingual Corpus
Although the aligned Wikipedia corpus contains a small number of parallel sentences (48k) compared with the direct training data (207k), the phrase-based models trained on the Wikipedia Table 3 : Experimental results on the Turkish-English (BLEU); baseline (align): the system trained on the baseline (the aligned Wikipedia) bilingual corpus; pivot (bs), pivot (6): the phrase pivot translation system using one pivot language (bs: Bosnian) or using all of the 6 pivot languages; baseline-pivot(6)-align: the combined system of the baseline, align, and 6 pivot components.
Model newsdev2016 newstest2016 newstest2017 baseline 8.66 9.3 9.9 align 5.96 6.3 6.6 pivot (bs) 6.01 8.2 6.3 baseline-align 8.87 9.3 10.0 (+0.1) baseline-pivot 9.01 9.6 (+0.3) 9.7 baseline-pivot(bs)-align 8.98
9.6 (+0.3) 9.9 baseline-pivot(6)-align 10.11 9.7 (+0.4) 10.4 (+0.5) corpus showed a quite promising result: 7.9 BLEU point on the Turkish-English and 6.6 BLEU point on the English-Turkish. When the baseline model was combined with the align model, we achieved a significant improvement: +0.6 and +0.7 BLEU points on the Turkish-English of the newstest2016 and newstest2017, respectively. The results showed the effectiveness of the extracted corpus to enhance machine translation on the lowresource setting. Nevertheless, the task becomes more challenging on the English-Turkish. Although the Wikipedia corpus showed the contribution on the Turkish-English translation, there was no improvement on the English-Turkish translation when we achieved only +0.1 BLEU point on the newstest2017.
Phrase Pivot Translation
For the phrase pivot translation models, using one pivot language (bs: Bosnian) showed the competitive performance on the newstest2016 of the Turkish-English: 11.0 BLEU point vs. 12.3 BLEU point (baseline), or 8.2 BLEU point vs. 9.3 BLEU point (baseline) on the English-Turkish. When the pivot model (using one pivot language of Bosnian) was combine with the baseline model, we achieved the improvement on both translation directions: +0.8 BLEU point on the Turkish-English, and +0.3 BLEU point on the English-Turkish of the newstest2016. For the newstest2017, we achived the improvement only on the Turkish-English (+0.4 BLEU point).
The results confirmed the contribution of the phrase pivot translation. Nevertheless, there was no improvement on some cases. Therefore, we seek to the combination of all components: the baseline, align, and pivot components (from one pivot language to six pivot languages).
Combined Systems
We would like to exploit the components most effectively to improve machine translation on the low-resource setting. The baseline, align, and pivot components were combined in a model. When using one pivot language (Bosnian), we achieved the improvement in most cases: +0.7 and +0.4 BLEU points on the newstest2016 and newstest2017 of the Turkish-English. For the English-Turkish, we achieved the improvement of +0.3 BLEU point on the newstest2016; however, there was no improvement on the newstest2017, in which the pivot model did not showed the contribution.
Interestingly, using six pivot languages showed the significant improvement in all settings. For the Turkish-English, we achieved +1.4 and +1.1 BLEU points on the newstest2016 and newstest2017, respectively. For the English-Turkish, the combined system showed +0.4 BLEU point (newstest2016) and +0.5 BLEU point (newstest2017).
We submitted our systems using the settings that combine the baseline, align, and six pivot languages in the phrase pivot translation.
Conclusion
We describe our phrase-based machine translation systems for Turkish-English participated in the WMT 17 news translation shared task. In this work, our goal is to enhance machine translation for the low-resource setting for TurkishEnglish, in which a only small training bilingual data is available. Two approaches were exploited in our systems: building a bilingual corpus from Wikipedia, and utilizing existing bilingual corpora using the phrase pivot translation method. In order to exploit the extracted data most effectively, we introduce a combined system of the aligned corpus, the pivot data, and the direct training data. We achieved a significant improvement on the newstest2016 and newstest2017. The results showed the effectiveness of the extracted corpus and the pivot translation in improving machine translation on the low-resource setting. We released the Wikipedia corpus, which can be used to improve machine translation on Turkish-English in future work.
